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Helping teachers learn anytime, anywhere
Build your teachers’ confidence with professional development that fits their schedules.

Renaissance-U®

Benefits
>> Partner with a dedicated
Renaissance coach to
plan and guide your
implementation goals.

>>

Engage your teachers in
robust online content to
change teaching practice.

>>

Improve student learning by
transforming classrooms
through best practices.

A blended approach that fits in any schedule
Renaissance-U® gives 24/7 access to content that builds your teachers’ knowledge and skills with Renaissance
reading, math, and assessment solutions. Better yet, they also get access to brand-new Accelerated Teaching
content that helps them learn best practices on close reading, mathematical discourse, and English language
learners. This anytime access gives teachers the freedom to engage in PD when it works for them.
Pair that engaging content with a dedicated expert coach who helps plan, guide, and support you and your
teachers in your implementation, and you have a recipe for maximum success in improving teaching practice
for student learning.

Coaching and content—a perfect pair!

Your expert coach
serves as a single point
of contact throughout
the year—take a look!

Teachers have 24/7 access to tutorials, activities, and videos
that can be viewed and reviewed multiple times to allow them to
learn best practices and then apply them in their classrooms.

Featured as one of EdTech Digest’s 2017 Cool Tools
https://edtechdigest.wordpress.com/2017/01/02/cool-tool-renaissance-u/

Experience Renaissance-U by visiting
http://www.renaissance.com/services/professional-development/renaissance-u/
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